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The oxygen vacancies distribution in the rigid lattice and the thermally activated motion of oxygen atoms

are studied in La1�xSrxGa1�xMgxO3�x (x¼0.00; 0.05; 0.10; 0.15 and 0.20) compounds. For that 71Ga, 25Mg

and 17O NMR was performed from 100 K up to 670 K, and ion conductivity measurements were carried

out up to 1273 K. The comparison of the electric field gradients at the Ga- and Mg-sites evidences that

oxygen vacancies appear exclusively near gallium cations as a species trapped below room temperature in

local clusters, GaO5/2-&-GaO5/2. These clusters decay at higher temperature into mobile constituents of

the structural octahedra Ga(O5/6&1/6)6/2. At the same time, the nearest octahedral oxygen environment of

magnesium cations persists at different doping levels. The case of two adjacent vacant anion sites is found

highly unlikely within the studied doping range. The thermally activated oxygen motion starts to develop

above room temperature as is observed from both the motional narrowing of 17O NMR spectra and the 17O

nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate. The obtained results show that two types of motion exist, a slow

motion and a fast one. The former is a long-range diffusion whereas the latter is a local back and forth

oxygen jumps between two adjacent anion sites. These sites are strongly differentiated by the probability

of the vacancy formation, like the vacant apical site and the occupied equatorial site in the orthorhombic

compositions x o0.15.

& 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years considerable progress was achieved in the
synthesis of high quality ceramics based on Sr and Mg co-
doped perovskite-like lanthanum gallate LaGaO3. These materials
(La1�xSrxGa1�yMgyO3�(x+ y)/2 or LSGM hereinafter) exhibit excel-
lent oxygen ion conductivity and are considered as promising
electrolytes for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) operating near 800 1C
[1–4]. A number of X-ray diffraction studies are known [4–6] that
shed light on structural features and their possible relation to fast
ion transport in LSGM. It was shown that the average tilt of GaO6/2

octahedra tends to decrease with the increase in doping thus
providing easier oxygen ion jumps via the ‘‘bottle necks’’ formed by
La–Ga–La triangles. Unfortunately, specific cation environment
favoring vacant anion sites remains unclear. It is puzzling that, in
the orthorhombic phase (x, yo0.15) the oxygen vacancies exhibit a
ll rights reserved.
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preference to the equatorial O2 sites at x, y¼0.05 while at heavier
doping they tend to reside in the O1 apical sites in GaO6/2

octahedrons [6]. Peculiar ordering of oxygen vacancies and forma-
tion of local structural clusters with a symmetry lower than that of
the surrounding crystal was observed in the pseudo-cubic LSGM
(x¼0.20, y¼0.15) by neutron and electron diffraction at room
temperature [7,8]. Heating results in a decrease and eventual
disappearance of the local defect clusters and thus favors the ion
conductivity increase [8]. However, these local structural changes
are difficult to observe by diffraction techniques. The features of the
local structure [9–13] on atomic level and even the character of the
movement of oxygen ions [14,15] can be studied in more details by
making use of solid state NMR spectroscopy.

In this work we have applied NMR in order to gain insight into
oxygen environment of gallium and magnesium and thermally
activated movement of oxygen ions up to 670 K in LSGM. The first
order quadrupole splitting of 71Ga, 25Mg spectra was studied for
elucidation of how respective electric field gradients vary with
changes in doping and vacancy concentration. The onset of
thermally activated oxygen hopping was clearly observed from
motional narrowing of 17O NMR spectra. The complementary
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measurements of the 17O nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate were
performed to clarify peculiar thermally activated hopping of
oxygen in the depleted anion sublattice of the LSGM compounds.
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2. Experimental

The ceramic specimens La1�xSrxGa1�xMgxO3�x (LSGM), where
x¼0.00; 0.05; 0.10; 0.12, 0.15; 0.17 and 0.20, were prepared by
glycine nitrate synthesis [16]. The typical procedure was as follows.
The high-purity lanthanum, gallium and magnesium oxides and
strontium carbonate were placed in a quartz glass, and nitric acid
was added till complete dissolution was achieved at moderate
heating of the starting reagents. Then, glycine (amino acetic acid)
was added to form viscous gel. The gradual heating resulted in
thickening, solidification and ignition of the desiccated material.
The combustion product was ground and subjected to 10 h
calcination at 900 1C. The obtained white powder was pressed into
pellets and fired at 1400 1C during 10 h. The baked pellets were
again crushed into powder with an average grain size of �20 mm. In
order to obtain 17O isotope enriched samples the powder material
was treated at 800 1C during 10 h in a flow of gas mixture
containing 15vol% of 17O isotope. Then, the specimen was cooled
down to room temperature with the rate of 15 1C per hour.

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns (Shimadzu 7000S, CuKa
radiation) were collected at room temperature to confirm single
phase state of the synthesized materials at all x0s used. The Rietveld
refinement procedure (the FULLPROF package) was used to obtain
crystalline lattice parameters.

The two-probe a.c. conductivity measurements were carried out
with the help of frequency response analyzer Solartron 1260 by the
using of ceramic pellets with a diameter of 5 mm and thickness of
5–7 mm. The platinum metal electrodes were deposited upon
opposing flat sides of the pellets.

The 17O and 71Ga NMR measurements were performed in the
temperature range 100–670 K with an AVANCE III-500 BRUKER
spectrometer operating at 11.7 T. Home-built spectrometers were
used additionally in the temperature range 80–400 K at 2 and 9.4 T.
A high temperature BRUKER probe was utilized for temperature
control above 300 K. The spectra were obtained with a conventional
spin-echo technique. Since the 17O and 71Ga NMR powder spectra
extend on approximately 1 MHz and up to 8 MHz, respectively, a
method of frequency sweeping was used. Each powder spectrum was
obtained by summing the Fourier-transformed half-echo signals
acquired at equidistant operating frequencies, ni, with Dn¼ni+1–
ni¼100 kHz. The pulse sequence (t)X–tdel–(t)Y–tdel–(echo) was used
with a t-pulse duration of �1 ms and a radio-frequency amplitude
Hrf�90 Oe. For 71Ga, it corresponds to nrf�110 kHz and 2pnrft�p/4.

The 17O spin-lattice relaxation rate, T1
�1, was obtained from the

central peak of 17O NMR spectrum by the using of the inversion
recovery pulse sequence (p)–t–(p/2)–tdel–(p/2)–tdel–(echo) with a
fixed tdel�70 ms and ap-pulse of �2 ms. The nuclear magnetization
M(t) was measured as the quantity proportional to the integral of
the central peak. The characteristic time of the echo-decay, T2, was
defined as the time corresponding to the 1/e decrease of the echo-
signal A(2t) compared to starting value.
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Fig. 1. (a) Room temperature structural parameters a (�), b (J), c (’), ap in the

orthorhombic (Pbnm/Ibmm): a¼aortho; b¼bortho, c¼cortho/(2)0.5, rhombohedral

(R3c): a¼arh, c¼crh/(6)0.5, and cubic (Pm3m): a¼ac(2)0.5 phases versus x in

La1�xSrxGa1�xMgxO3�x. (b) Arrhenius plots for a.c. conductivity.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural characterization and conductivity

The parent compound LaGaO3 was indexed with the orthor-
hombic Pbnm space group. Oxides with x¼0.05, 0.10 and 0.12 were
also orthorhombic with the space group Ibmm. Increase of doping
to x¼0.15 resulted in rhombohedral structure (e.g. R3̄c) while
compounds with x¼0.17 and 0.20 acquired cubic structure (e.g.
Pm3̄m). The obtained unit cell parameters versus doping are shown
in Fig. 1a together with the reduced perovskite cell parameter, @p.

The gallates in Fig. 1 differ by the tilts of structural polyhedra
that gradually change and decrease in response to the introduction
dopants, appearance of oxygen vacancies and respective randomi-
zation of the crystalline lattice. The energy of chemical bonding of
oxygen with magnesium cations is larger than for gallium ones as
is evidenced by the formation enthalpies for MgO and Ga2O3.
This observation suggests that oxygen vacancies are expected to
mostly reside near gallium thus forming oxygen deficient octahedra
Ga(O5/6&1/6)6/2. Then, the crystal-chemical formula of the solid
solution, which reflects this preference, can be presented as
La1�xSrx(GaO6/2)1�3x(GaO5/2)2x(MgO6/2)x. Hence, the maintenance
of rhombic distortions till xE0.13 presumes that the orthorhombic
structure remains stable till a gallium octahedron GaO6/2 is corner
shared with four gallium–oxygen octahedra on average. Further
structural transformation at xE0.16 signals that rhombohedral
distortions, which are characterized by the Ga-O–Ga bridge angle of
�1601, cannot be tolerated by the structure when the average
surrounding of a gallium–oxygen octahedron involves nearly three
GaO6/2 octahedra. Heavier doping results in so strong disordering of
gallium–oxygen octahedra and pyramids that the gallium–gallium
bridge angle approaches 1801 and the doped derivative acquires the
cubic symmetry.
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The generation of oxygen vacancies in response to doping
promotes considerable oxygen ion conductivity in LSGM oxides
as can be seen in Fig. 1b where experimental data are shown in
Arrhenius coordinates. It is important to notice that the slope of the
plots corresponds to apparent activation energy, Ea,cond, of about
1.0 eV up to �700 K while it decreases with the temperature
increase so that the activation energy equals about 0.7 eV at 1173–
1273 K. This behavior is uniform and independent on magnesium
doping within the studied range of x0s. In order to explain these
peculiarities, one can suggest that considerable amount of oxygen
vacancies, either in the parent gallate or in the doped derivatives,
are trapped in local defect clusters and do not participate in
the ion transport at elevated temperature up to �700 K. The
simplest clusters with trapped vacancies can be envisioned as the
defect associates, GaO5/2-&-GaO5/2, while oxygen ion transport is
maintained by the residual random vacancies or, in terms of
structural polyhedra, by randomized oxygen deficient octahedra
Ga(O5/6&1/6)6/2. The activation energy difference of about 0.3 eV
between ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘high’’ temperature limits can be related to a
gradual decay with heating of defect associates GaO5/2-&-GaO5/2

with the release of mobile oxygen vacancies. According to this
supposition the doping impacts the population of trapped and
mobile vacancies while it does not influence the location near
gallium of both vacancy types. This hypothesis is also supported by
the shape of the curves in Fig. 1b, which is independent on doping.

The oxygen conductivity level in the parent gallate LaGaO3�d

achieves about 0.02 O�1 cm�1 at 1273 K, which is 20 times smaller
than in La0.95Sr0.05Ga0.95Mg0.05O2.95. Therefore, oxygen deficiency
in LaGaO3�d can be evaluated as dE0.05/20¼0.0025. This
small non-stoichiometry is most possibly related with partial
evaporation of gallium oxide during high-temperature treatments.
3.2. Electric field gradient at Ga-site and vacancy ordering

The presence of oxygen vacancies in LSGM yields the existence
of cation sites with lower coordination environments than those of
-4-1
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Fig. 2. 71Ga NMR spectra obtained at 9.4 T (n0¼54.263 MHz) and T¼100 K in La1�xSrxGa

quadrupole broadened spectra (see text). For x¼0.05 and 0.2 the simulated spectrum i
the bulk. These different environments are studied here via the
nuclear quadrupolar interaction.

The 71Ga NMR spectrum measured at H0¼9. 4 T and T¼100 K is
shown in Fig. 2 for some representative compositions, x¼0
(LaGaO3), x¼0.05 and 0.20 (LSGM) of the ceramics. Its width and
particular pattern remain unchanged up to room temperature
evidencing that in this temperature range there is no observable
ionic motion on the NMR time scale �(0.1–10) ms that would affect
the NMR line shape. The nuclear spin of 71Ga is 3/2 so that a
quadrupolar interaction is present if the symmetry of the charge
environment of the probed nucleus is lower than cubic. In such a
case a central line (corresponding to the nuclear transition mI¼

1/22�1/2) with two less intense overlapping satellite lines
(mI¼73/2271/2 transitions) are expected. Indeed the NMR
spectra display a narrow central line (�5 kHz) and a broad pedestal
of two overlapping satellite lines showing the presence of a
quadrupolar broadening due to the interaction of the nuclear
quadrupolar momentum 71Q¼0.106�10�24 cm2 with the non-
zero electric field gradient (EFG) at the Ga site. The components Vii

of the EFG tensor are defined in the proper axes, X, Y and Z

of the tensor. The quadrupolar interaction is defined by only
two parameters namely, the quadrupolar frequency nQ¼(3e2Q/
2I(2I�1)h)VZZ proportional to VZZ and the asymmetry parameter
Z¼9(VXX–VYY)/VZZ9. The quadrupolar frequency is directly related to
the frequency position and the spread of the satellite lines while Z
specifies the deviation from axial symmetry at the site. In order to
determine nQ and Z the measured NMR spectral intensity was
simulated with a calculated one. In this calculation we took into
account both the first order (�nQ) and the second order (�nQ

2/n0)
quadrupolar interaction corrections to the Zeeman splitting
n0¼gH0. In addition, the shape of the satellite lines required to
convolute nQ, and Z with some distribution function. We chose a
Gaussian function G(nQ,i;DnQ,i; Zi;DZi). This experimental spread of
the spectra (DnQ,i; DZi) is mainly due to the charge disorder at the
cation and anion sites in the samples.

Let us analyze each calculated line-i shown by a grey curve in
Fig. 2. In LaGaO3 the spectrum (Fig. 2a) is well described with a
-4
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single line, line-1, which parameters are {nQ,; DnQ)¼(0.67;
0.04) MHz and (Z; DZ)¼(0.28; 0.06). These parameters are
assigned to the six-fold coordinated gallium sites (GaVI) since
nominally there is no oxygen vacancy in this compound. The very
small broadening DnQ�0.06, nQ deduced from the spectrum
simulation indicates a high degree of atomic order in the cation
and anion sublattices. The EFG parameters are consistent with
those obtained by modeling the second order quadrupolar splitting
of the central transition in LaGaO3 [9,11].

In LSGM samples the width of the Ga spectra increases as x

increases from 0.05 to 0.20 samples although the crystal symmetry
becomes cubic in average for x¼0.20. Only the spectrum of the
LSGM boundary compositions x¼0.05 and 0.20 are represented in
Fig. 2. A striking feature is that the spectra cannot be described with
a single line. At least three lines with different quadrupole
parameters are needed to model successfully the experimental
spectra of the x¼0.05, 0.10, 0.15 samples whereas for x¼0.20, only
two lines are required.

Among the lines composing the experimental spectra the one
with the largest quadrupolar frequency is the easiest, although
time consuming, to determine experimentally since at frequencies
very distant from the Larmor frequency, only this line exists with
no overlap. The extension of this line at high and low frequency was
carefully measured when sweeping the frequency until the echo
signal was zero. We find 71nQ�8.5 MHz for this line labeled line-3.
This value is about �13 times larger than 71nQ(GaVI) found for GaO6

octahedra in LaGaO3 (line-1). In order to analyze further the
decomposition of the experimental spectra, we performed an
EFG calculation at the Ga site of LaGaO3 in the frame of the point
charge model using a home-made program code [17]. For that,
the following ion charges: La3 +, Ga3 +, O2� were assumed, the
coordinates of the system were taken from X-ray diffraction data
[6] and this work, in accordance with the orthorhombic (Pbnm) unit
cell parameters. The calculation involves the subsequent distanced
atomic shells until the EFG contribution of the next involved shell
9(Vzz)n9 becomes three orders of magnitude smaller than the total
EFG value.

Then, several cases of Ga sites with and without oxygen vacancy
in their two first anion shells were considered. The first case
concerns a single oxygen vacancy (VO) as a nearest neighbor of Ga
(GaV) in the orthorhombic LSGM. We find 71nQ(GaV)�12 71nQ(GaVI),
the result is almost the same for a vacancy in the apical O1 and in
the equatorial O2 sites and is very close to the experimental finding
for line-3. We then considered the case of two adjacent oxygen
vacancies on the equatorial O2 sites. This case corresponds to a
tetrahedrally coordinated GaIV where the Ga site forms a so-called
Brownmillerite-like fragment [7,8]. We find 71nQ(GaIV)�0.7
71nQ(GaV). Finally, the case of vacancies in the next nearest anion
shell was considered. As such a vacancy is farther from the Ga site
than in the previous cases the induced EFG is smaller. In this case
nQ¼(1.5–3.5) MHz depending on the amount of vacancies and their
position in the next nearest shell.

Line-3 was thus assigned to the five-fold coordinated GaV sites
with a single oxygen vacancy in its first oxygen shell. Its spectral
weight shows a gradual growth with x. The parameters of line-2
deduced from the simulation are nQ¼3.9 MHz; DnQ¼3 MHz.
Taking into account the point charge model calculation we suggest
that line-2 is due to GaVI sites having oxygen vacancies beyond the
nearest anion shell. As shown in Fig. 2 for each LSGM sample the
71Ga spectrum was successfully modeled with the same three
peaks, line-1–line-3 attributed to the Ga sites with distinct oxygen
environment within their two first anion shells. According to
this EFG analysis the local symmetry of the Ga sites deviates
from cubic even in the most doped LSGM compound x¼0.2
which crystal structure is indexed by X-ray within the Pm3m

space group.
This complicated EFG distribution found for 71Ga is summarized
in Fig. 3 which displays the spectral intensity as a function of nQ,

taking into account the {nQ,; DnQ) value of the corresponding line-1
(GaVI)), line-2 (GaVI sites having some oxygen vacancies beyond the
first anion shell) and line-3 (GaV sites with a single oxygen vacancy
in its first oxygen shell) shown by dotted lines for x¼0.05. It is
worth to underline that a reasonable simulation of the quadrupole
broadened spectrum for all x is achieved with these three lines
keeping constant the corresponding quadrupole parameters
(nQi; DnQi) and changing only their relative intensity, Inti. With
the condition SiInti¼1, the relative intensity of each line yields a
good estimate of the fraction of the corresponding oxygen vacancy
configurations in the two nearest anion shells around the distinct
Ga sites.

Some caution is required to obtain quantitative spectra from
quadrupolar nuclei. For 71Ga (I¼3/2) spectra, apart from the fre-
quency region of the central line, only the satellites lines (+1/22+3/2
or �1/22�3/2 transitions) exist so that the excitation nrf (nrf5nQ) is
selective. Thus, the nutation angle is not dependent on nQ-value [18].
The chosen pulse duration allows a quantitative comparison of the
echo intensity of the satellite lines for nuclei with different nQ. Among
the crystallites contributing to the frequency region around the
central line some have such an orientation that their quadrupolar
splitting may be less than nrf. The echo intensity of these crystallites
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depends on the pulse duration [19]. This fact was taken into account
when estimating Inti.

In Fig. 4 the Inti (x) data plots are compared with the prediction
of models assuming either equiprobable or preferred anion sites for
the formation of a VO vacancy near Ga(Mg). The dashed curves
represent two binomial probabilities for the GaVI sites having no
vacancy in the two nearest anion shell. The lower curve (1�x)18

concerns the case where GaVI&MgVI are equiprobable sites whereas
for the upper curve (1�x)17 the VO vacancy forms preferentially
near the GaVI. As both predicting curves trace quite well the relative
intensity Int1 (x) of line-1, it is not a conclusive parameter to test an
eventual ordering of O vacancies.

In contrast, the relative intensity of line-3 Int3 (x) corresponding
to the fraction of the GaV sites is a sensitive tool to probe an
eventual vacancy ordering. The binomial law 6x(1�x)5 corre-
sponds to the formation of a VO vacancy in the first anion shell
of the cation assuming that GaV and MgV are equiprobable sites. It is
shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 4. The inconsistency with the
experimental data demonstrates that this assumption is not
relevant to LSGM compounds. So that we considered the formation
of a single VO vacancy exclusively in the GaO6 octahedra while the
Mg environment is filled. The corresponding probability of such Ga
sites, 2x/(1�x), is represented by the black solid curve in Fig. 4. As
can be seen it fits well the x-dependence of Int3. We have also
considered the existence of tetrahedral GaIV sites associated to the
Brownmillerite structural fragments [8,11]. In particular, for the
orthorhombic LSGMs such Ga sites require the formation of two
adjacent oxygen vacancies in the equatorial O2 sites. The corre-
sponding probability, x(1�x), is shown by the dotted-dashed
curve. The poor quality of the fit (Fig. 4) makes unlikely this type
of static VO order.

The 25Mg NMR spectrum of the most doped x¼0.2 compound
(Fig. 5) provides an additional proof that no vacancies form in the
first coordination shell of Mg. In the case of equiprobable GaV&MgV

sites the NMR spectrum of MgV site should show a large quadrupole
splitting with 25nQ(MgV)E2/3 71nQ(GaV)�5 MHz since 25I¼5/2;
25Q¼0.22�10�24 cm2 thus NMR signal should be detected far
away from the central peak. This is not the case since the total
spread of the 25Mg NMR spectrum, 0.2 MHz, is far less than for the
GaVI sites in the LaGaO3 parent compound (Fig. 2a). This narrow
25Mg spectrum is inconsistent with the existence of a vacancy in
the first anion shell; it is more relevant to MgVI sites at the center of
an oxygen octahedron with cubic symmetry. This small residual
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Ga(Mg) (see text).
quadrupole broadening of 0.2 MHz can be explained naturally by
the effect of charge disorder existing intrinsically in the outermost
atomic shells of the x¼0.20 compound. According to the EFG
analyses at both, Ga and Mg cations sites we conclude that no
vacancies are in the first coordination shell of Mg in LSGM
compounds. This conclusion is in agreement with our sample
characterization (see Section 3.1) and with recently reported 25Mg
MAS NMR data based on chemical shifts. [13].

Above room temperature the quadrupole split structure of the
71Ga spectrum gradually transforms into a single line at T¼500 K
with 71nQE0 as shown in Fig. 6. The EFG is the sum of a positive
contribution due to the cation charge environment (71nQ,cationr0.5
MHz) and a negative contribution due to the anion one,
71nQ,anion¼�9

71nQ,anion9. With increasing temperature 971nQ,anion9
decreases as the oxygen mobility increases whereas 71nQ,cation, the
contribution of the immobile cations, is almost constant. The EFG
vanishes if 71nQ,cation¼9

71nQ,anion9. In LSGM compounds with two
non-equivalent O1 and O2 sites the cancellation the 71Ga EFG
depends on the motion of the oxygen vacancies. A hopping
restricted to the structurally equivalent O2 sites, i.e. an anisotropic
2D motion should only diminish the anisotropic EFG part �(VXX–
VYY) with no substantial variation of 71nQ�VZZ at the Ga sites.
Whereas a 3D hopping including the two non-equivalent O1 and O2
sites can completely suppress 71nQ,anion at high temperature.
Thus only the latter motion yields the vanishing of 71nQ¼
71nQ,cation�9

71nQ,anion9 at some lower temperature. This is the case
for the x¼0.05 compound shown in Fig. 6 where 71nQ becomes zero
at T¼450 K whereas the quadrupole splitting reappears at higher
temperature. This is also observed for x¼0.10. In LSGM compounds
with equivalent O sites a 3D hopping including all O sites will
completely suppress 71nQ,anion at high temperature.

Thus according to the variation with x of the first order
quadrupole split 71Ga spectra in the rigid lattice and to the
cancellation of 71nQ at elevated temperature the oxygen vacancies
are located exclusively nearby Ga. The vacancies are separated
from each other. These EFG findings are consistent with a scenario
of the vacancy ordering suggested in Section 3.1 that yields defect
associates—the GaO5/2-&-GaO5/2 bi-pyramids with trapped iso-
lated oxygen vacancies. The apical O1 sites are the preferred
sites for an isolated trapped vacancy in the orthorhombic LSGM
compositions.
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3.3. Oxygen mobility in 17O NMR spectra and 17O nuclear spin-lattice

relaxation

In this section, we focus on 17O NMR to study the effects of the
static and dynamics quadrupole interaction created by the ther-
mally activated motion of oxygen. In the orthorhombic structure of
LSGM compounds (xo0.15) the oxygen atoms occupy two sites. At
both sites the symmetry of the charge environment sites is non-
axial. The EFG principal OZ axis at the apical O1 site is parallel to a
or c orthorhombic axes whereas at the equatorial O2 sites OZ is
nearly directed along rGa–Ga(Mg). The slight differences in the Ga–O–
Ga bond angles and in the Ga(Mg)–O distances [3,4,8] do not allow
to resolve the NMR line corresponding to these sites in polycrystal-
line samples.

In contrast to 71Ga NMR the quadrupole spread of the 17O NMR
spectra is almost unchanged with x, even for the x¼0.2 compound
which has in average the cubic structure. A representative room
temperature 17O NMR spectrum (17I¼5/2) acquired at H0¼11.7 T
in the x¼0.05 sample is shown in Fig. 7. The spectrum displays
a narrow central line (�10 kHz) shifted to 17d¼190(20) ppm
superimposed on a broad pedestal formed by the four satellite
lines. The simulation (grey curve on Fig. 7) of the quadrupole
broadened spectrum is obtained with a single set of quadrupole
parameters 17nQ(DnQ)¼0.43(0.04) MHz and 17Z(DZ)¼0.23(0.06).
For the x¼0.2 sample the widths (DnQ) and (DZ) of the Gaussian
distribution function required to get a proper simulation is only
twice larger.
Considering a quadrupole split spectrum of 17I¼5/2 spin the
theoretical value of the relative intensity of the central peak is
Intcentr,rigid¼9/35 in the rigid lattice for which no atomic motion
exists. The simulation of the room temperature 17O NMR spectra
yields Intcentr¼9/35(71/35)¼ Intcentr,rigid for all LSGM compounds
studied in this work. Above 300 K the relative intensity Intcentr

starts to increase.
This intensity excess indicates that a fraction of oxygen atoms

becomes mobile. These mobile oxygen atoms form the motional

narrowed line of relative intensity, Intmotion, and with a vanished
static quadrupole splitting, 17nQ,motion¼0. Indeed, the static EFG
part is reduced for the oxygen atoms participating to the hopping
between O-sites that have different direction of the EFG principal
axis OZ with respect to H0. The completely vanished static EFG
(17nQ,motion¼0) implies for oxygen atom a case of the random walk
throughout all anion sites allowed by the LSGM structure with a
time scale of site exchange [20]: thopo(2p 17nQ,rigid)�1 i.e. less than
10�6 s.

At each temperature the fraction of the mobile oxygen atoms
was estimated as the ratio of the motional-narrowed-line intensity
to the total intensity of the 17O NMR spectrum. The inset of Fig. 7
shows that above 500 K all oxygen atoms are involved in this
motion in LSGM (x¼0.05). A very similar motional narrowing effect
is detected in the 17O NMR spectrum of the other studied samples.
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The 17O spin-lattice relaxation rate, T1
�1, bring more details on

the motion features. Above 500 K, as the spectra are motional
narrowed, all the nuclear transitions are excited by the pulse
sequence. The observed recovery of M(t) is almost exponential. In
contrast, below 500 K the M(t) recovery shows a multi-exponential
behavior due to the partly selective excitation of the quadrupolar
split 17O NMR spectrum. In the whole temperature range (295–
670 K) only the M(t) data corresponding to long delays, t40.5T1,
are analyzed and the same fit expression M(t)¼Meq(1–a exp(�t/
T1)) is used, in which Meq, a, and T1 are adjustable parameters. At
these long delays M(t) is a single exponential. The deduced a values
are listed in Fig. 8 for T¼600 and 400 K. The T1

�1 data collected at
11.7 T (n0¼67.8 MHz) and 2 T (n0¼11.6 MHz) are summarized in
Fig. 9. The data exhibit pronounced temperature dependence
whereas the absolute value of T�1 is almost independent on x

and the resonance frequency, n0. With increasing temperature T1
�1

increases following an exponential law T1
�1
�exp(Ea,nmr/T) with the

same value of activation energy Ea,nmr¼0.41(2) eV of for all
compounds. At high temperature the value of T1

�1(670 K)¼
(0.5–0.6) m s�1 approaches the one of the spin–spin relaxation
rate T2

�1(670 K)¼0.8(1) m s�1. This evidences the regime of
extreme motional narrowing characterized by a hopping rate thop

�1

exceeding n0, the Larmor frequency: thop
�1 42pn0 [20].

The T1
�1 of oxygen atoms involved in hops between anion sites

with different EFG direction is mediated by the time-dependent
fluctuations of the EFG. In an isotropic case [20]

T�1
1 ¼

2p2

15
ð2I�1Þð2Iþ3Þð17nQ Þ

2
ð1þ

Z2

3
ÞJðo0Þ ð1Þ

where J(o) is the spectral density of the fluctuating EFG where the
amplitude of the latter equals the static 17nQ value and o0¼2pn0.
The case of an unrestricted random-walk of oxygen atoms on
equiprobable sites can be described by the classic Bloembergen,
Purcell and Pound (BPP) form of the spectral density [21]:

JBPPðoÞ ¼
2tc

1þo2t2
c

ð2Þ

It predicts a maximum of T1
�1 at (2p 17n0tc)�1 as well as a

T1
�1
�

17n0
�2 dependence at temperatures lower than that of the T1
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[16] yields with Eq. (1,2) a too fast spin-lattice relaxation rate
T1
�14103(T1

�1)exper inconsistent with our data.
A partial loss of randomness of the oxygen hops in the anion

sublattice rules out the BPP formalism. Indeed, it is suggested in
Section 3.1 and evidenced by 71Ga NMR in Section 3.2 that in
the LSGM compounds the vacant anion sites are created
mostly inside structural defect associates GaO5/2-&-GaO5/2 which
bi-pyramidal coordination produces vacancies being isolated from
each other. The oxygen’s walk throughout the anion sublattice should
mandatory include hops at the vacant sites, those are the ‘‘unpre-
ferred’’ sites for location of the oxygen. In further consideration of the
T1 behavior we use the formalism of Ref. 22 and label the anion sites
preferentially occupied by oxygen as the ‘‘p sites’’ whereas the vacant
sites, which are unpreferred sites for occupation by oxygen, are
labeled as the ‘‘u sites’’. The p sites have a well depthDp larger thanDu

of the u sites. The nonequivalence of the anion sites results in different
probabilities per unit time for a hop from p to u site Wpu (forth) and
from u to p site Wup (backwards). At the equilibrium of the thermally
activated hopping one get the ratio Wup/Wpu�a¼exp(Dp–Du)/kBT.

The high concentration of the preferred sites and the limited
amount of the vacant ones allow for rapid local back-and-forth
attempts (�Wup) of the oxygen hopping between neighboring p–u

sites but exclude changing the given preferred site. Furthermore,
following the pioneer considerations of such correlated hopping
problem [22–24] one can get the following expressions for J(o) and
Ea,nmr under the condition Wpub2p 17n0 fulfilled in our 17NMR
study:

JðoÞ ¼ 2tc

1þo2t2
c

4a

ð1þaÞ2
ð3aÞ

Ea,nmr ¼2Du�Dp ð3bÞ

In this scenario of correlated oxygen motion the phonon
assisted fast local hopping is the main EFG perturbation mediating
the 17I nuclear spin-lattice relaxation, whereas a much longer time
thopZ(2Wpu)�1 is required for long-distance migrations of the
oxygen atom. By applying Eq. (3) to the T1

�1 data we obtain an
estimate 2WpuE10�3Wup that means for oxygen about one
thousand attempting local hops between successful changes of
the preferred site.

Finally, according to Eq. (3) the activation energy estimated from
17O NMR, Ea,nmr¼0.41 eV, is the difference means difference between
the well depths of the occupied and the vacant sites. Assuming that
the thermally activated long-range migration of oxygen below 700 K
is determined with Ea,cond¼Dp¼1 eV we estimate the well depth
Du¼0.7 eV at vacant sites in LSGM. In the frame of the model Du

remains unchanged with doping.
4. Conclusions

The oxygen vacancies distribution and thermally activated
motion of oxygen ions have been studied by 71Ga, 25Mg and 17O
NMR up to 670 K in La1�xSrxGa1�xMgxO3�x, where x¼0.00; 0.05;
0.10; 0.15; 0.20. Additionally, oxygen ion conductivity measure-
ments were carried out up to 1273 K. The comparison of the doped
derivatives with the parent gallate LaGaO3 reveals considerable
changes in the electric field gradient at Ga sites in the doped
samples which are explained by the presence of oxygen vacancies
near Ga sites. It is deduced that the temperature decrease results
below 500 K in a progressive trapping of mobile oxygen vacancies
in bi-pyramids GaO5/2-&-GaO5/2 and their exclusion from ion
transport. The trapped vacancies are separated from each other.
This ordering of the trapped vacancies maintains unchanged the
nearest octahedral oxygen environment of the magnesium cations
at all doping levels.

The onset of thermally activated oxygen hopping is displayed by
the motional narrowing of 17O NMR spectra above room tempera-
ture. The Arrhenius behavior of the 17O nuclear spin-lattice
relaxation rate does not depend on the resonance frequency. This
independence indicates two types of oxygen ion motion. Those
involve a slow diffusion-type random walk and fast back and forth
local jumps of oxygen ions between two adjacent anion sites. These
sites are strongly differentiated by the probability of the vacancy
formation, like the vacant apical site and the occupied equatorial
site in the orthorhombic compositions xo0.15.

A further NMR study of the anion sublattice is required at higher
temperature in order to know if the ion conductivity is still entirely
related to the presence of oxygen deficient octahedra located
randomly in the crystal lattice of La1-xSrxGa1-xMgxO3-x while the
Mg cations maintain their octahedral oxygen environment inde-
pendently on the doping level.
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